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Abstract—We propose a new approach for the uplink in a one-hop multi-gateway wireless packet network. In principle, the proposed technique applies to many types of low-power transmitters, including wireless sensors and RFID tags, both active and passive. Only when requested, each gateway node (or listener) forwards the compressed physical layer samples of packets to a server, which decodes the packets using multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) techniques; this functionality could be described as selective application of multi-user MIMO with a distributed receiver array. Packets that have adequate SINR at a gateway are decoded, i.e., captured, and their waveforms are reconstructed and subtracted from stored samples; this subtraction is interference cancellation (IC). After IC, weaker packets may be revealed and decoded by the gateway, enabling successive IC (SIC). The diversity gain of multi-gateway reception provides higher SNR to packets that are not decodable at any gateway, thereby extending range. The spatial multiplexing capability of MIMO enables packets that have too much interference at the gateways to be decoded at the server, thereby supporting energy saving transmit-only strategies. The selectivity or “on demand” feature lowers the fronthaul cost of sending samples to the server. This paper presents preliminary simulation and experimental performance results and overviews the various design concerns of On Demand Network MIMO, such as synchronization, spreading, SIC performance, gateway deployment, and medium access control (MAC).

Index Terms—wireless sensor networks, successive interference cancellation, coordinated multipoint, network MIMO

I. INTRODUCTION

Many Internet of Things (IoT) applications are characterized by low bandwidth, low-power, and low-cost transmitters. These applications often need high reliability and would benefit from range extension. Incumbent technologies such as WiFi, Bluetooth and active RFID are serving a subset of IoT needs but lack the unique combination of features required for longer range applications, especially in outdoor scenarios. The emerging low power wide area (LPWA) network technology is largely the result of a ‘clean slate’ approach where compatibility with existing standards is not required and instead the various aspects of the physical layer can be optimized to meet the needs of a subset of IoT applications. Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technology is well known to improve throughput and reliability in wireless networks. While MIMO has seen application in WiFi, Network MIMO, in which multiple remote radio heads or gateway (GW) nodes behave as a large distributed array [1], [2], has not been applied outside of cellular networks, in part because of its expensive fronthaul demands. This paper presents the novel concept of On Demand Network MIMO, which makes Network MIMO affordable for IoT applications by applying it only selectively. Given the drivers of Moore’s Law and the increasing availability of software defined radio (SDR) technologies, it is worthwhile to develop such new protocols and enhanced signal processing techniques that could be applied to future LAN and RFID standards to increase their ability to serve a broader range of IoT applications.

The On Demand Network MIMO approach provides reliability and range extension to low-power transmitters by merging two existing technologies: decoding with “capture and SIC” (C&S) [3], [4], [5] at the gateways and decoding with “network MIMO,” also known as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) or multi-cell MIMO, in the cloud [1], [2]. “Capture” is the successful decoding of a packet in spite of lower-powered interfering packets. Interference cancellation is the subtracting of the effects of the decoded packet from stored samples of the received signal, thereby making possible the capture of weaker packets. Successive interference cancellation (SIC) is the repeated application of Capture and Interference Cancellation. Network multiple-input-multiple-output (NMIMO), implemented at a server or data center, utilizes multiple gateway nodes like antennas on a multi-antenna receiver [1].

NMIMO enables network-wide-application of the celebrated MIMO property, which is that when the receiver has at least...
N antennas, it can decode up to N times more interfering packets, compared to what it can decode with just one antenna, with no net increase in power or bandwidth at the transmitters [6]. However, because the number of bits required to digitize (i.e., sample and quantize) a waveform for NMIMO is higher than the number of bits required to simply forward a decoded packet, the key to the right mix, and the central novelty of the proposed approach, is to apply NMIMO selectively, to certain packets that are not decodable at the gateways. C&S at single-antenna receivers dates back to the 1990’s [3], [4], but lately, there has been a surge in reported analyses of various types of ALOHA networks that assume C&S functionality [5], [7], [8]. Also, many researchers have recently studied NMIMO, however, to the authors’ best knowledge, the combination of C&S and NMIMO, at the gateways and cloud, respectively, has not yet been considered. This paper will present some simulation results that show the high reliability and range extension feature of this combination for the generic network topology of Fig. 1. Experimental results for SIC are shown for a simple packet structure with MSK modulation with spreading and FEC that is similar to active RFID protocols such as 802.15.4[9] and DASH7 (ISO/IEC 18000-7) [10], respectively.

While this paper does not directly address RFID devices that employ modulated backscatter, that is passive and semi-passive tags, the On Demand Network MIMO approach could be applied to them as shown in Figure 2, by extending the augmented RFID approach of [11], [12]. The augmented RFID approach separates the two functions of the traditional reader, that of transmission and reception, into physically separate platforms. The transmission function of query and CW is performed by a single high-powered illuminator, and the reception function is performed in a distributed fashion by multiple listeners. In the topologies considered by [11] and [12], the listeners are deployed rather densely over the field of tags, [12] mentions that soft combining, cancellation, and MIMO is possible, but they do not analyze it. In particular, they do not suggest its selective application. As our results show, the potential benefit of an On Demand NMIMO is a less dense deployment of listeners and higher reliability. If the tag field is small, internet access may not be necessary to convey the samples to the server, however, the On Demand feature may still be desirable to reduce the load on the wired backplane. The advantages of On Demand Network MIMO might also help relax timing and handshaking complexity of collision arbitration protocols such as the slotted ALOHA variant defined in EPC Gen 2 Class 1 [13].

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Physical Layer

1) CRAN: (Centralized, Collaborative, Cloud and Clean Radio Access Network) is a new mobile communications architecture [14], proposed by China Mobile in 2009 and undergoing trials in several countries [15],[16],[14]. In a CRAN, the baseband unit (BBU), which performs the physical layer encoding and decoding and is traditionally housed at the foot of the base station (BS) tower, is moved to a centralized pool or data center, where the baseband processing is done by a virtual BS running on general purpose platform servers [17]. The BSs are replaced by remote radio heads (RRHs), which digitize the uplink signal from the antenna, and then transmit the bits through optical fiber to the data center [18]; the downlink is the reverse process. The term “fronthaul” describes the digitized data on the optical fiber link. In contrast, “backhaul” usually refers to connections between conventional BSs and the central office, which carry no soft samples of signals. Because it is a software-defined network, CRAN can implement any cellular technology. We propose a network that operates like a CRAN for only some packets and with non-fiber transport for the fronthaul, e.g., 4G or WiFi, to support the relatively smaller loads of LPWA networks.

2) Network MIMO: Network MIMO (NMIMO) refers to a large array that is geographically distributed [1], [2], in which the antennas are connected to a central processor by fronthaul links. Application of multiuser MIMO techniques over many cells essentially eliminates interference effects and poor user experience at cell edges and enables the high throughputs from MIMO on a wide-area scale [14]. The early works [19], [20] ignored fronthaul capacity constraints, which have since been identified as a major issue for mobile communication networks, along with delay and timing error on distributed gateways, and much recent effort has been expended on the problem of compression of the RRH signals before they are modulated onto the fronthaul link, e.g.,[21], [22]. We propose NMIMO for packets not decodable by the GWs.

3) SIC: Single-antenna successive interference cancellation (SA-SIC) was originally discussed in the context of DS-CDMA multi-user detection, in which the order of signals for decoding, from strongest to weakest, was shown to be very important [23], [24]. Patel and Holtzman [23] used the de-spreading correlation metric to determine order. Power imbalances [25] and power control [26], [27] are known to enhance SA-SIC. Uncancelled interference is usually modeled as a constant fraction of the signal being cancelled [26] [5]. Multi-antenna SIC, also known as Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space Time (VBLAST), has been demonstrated by many authors [28], [29], [30], where zero-forcing-SIC and MMSE-SIC refer to the type of linear beamforming used in each iteration, before cancellation. Several recent reports of SIC experiments exist [31], [32], [33], including for Zigbee networks [34]. We propose use of single-antenna SIC at the GWs and multi-antenna SIC at the server.
B. Medium Access Control

1) Aloha Methods: Random access (RA) protocols are especially suitable for LPWA applications, characterized by low duty cycle sensors with extended periods of inactivity [35], [36]. The early RA ALOHA protocols [37], [38], [39], [40], assume that if two or more packets arrive in the same slot, both packets are lost. More recent works embrace SIC, assuming that a decoded packet and all its copies can be canceled within a single receiver; these include Contention Resolution Diversity Slotted ALOHA (CRDSA) [41], which is implemented in a satellite digital video broadcasting standard [42], and Coded Slotted Aloha (CSA) [43], in which packet copies are transmitted in different slots with different probabilities within a frame. Other authors have considered multiple cooperating receivers [44], [45], [46], which we call “global SIC” in this paper, wherein a packet decoded by a GW can be shared with other GWs, so that they might use it to cancel that packet in their received signals.

For LPWA applications, there is strong motivation to support asynchronous networking, so that the network can include transmit-only (TO) sensor nodes and avoid the overhead required to maintain network synchronization. The Asynchronous Contention Resolution Diversity ALOHA (ACRDA) protocol [47] assumes each transmitter follows a schedule according to its own unsynchronized clock, and each packet has a pointer to any other of its copies in the frame, for the purpose of cancellation. ACRDA assumes no spreading and that the preamble is sized to operate at the minimum SINR for which the payload can be decoded. Using a simulation-based stochastic model for packet interference [48], the authors show ACRDA has less latency and slightly better throughput than CRDSA [47]. We propose a scheme like ACRDA, except we restrict our packet copies to be within a window that is smaller than a frame. To facilitate the On Demand feature, we keep spreading to suppress residual from cancellation as shown by an experiment in Section V, and we do not require pointers within each packet to the locations of other packets.

Researchers [49], [50], [51], [52] and an industry consortium, Weightless SIG [10], consider transmit-only (TO) protocols for LPWA, to avoid the high energy consumption and overhead of bidirectional medium access control (MAC) protocols or to reduce equipment cost. [49] shows TO energy consumption decreased while maintaining the same network coverage, under optimal policies. Huebner et al. [50] demonstrate feasibility using an SDR receiver. For asymmetric networks, which involve disparate rate limitations in uplink vs. downlink, [53] and [54] propose protocols claiming high reliability and energy efficiency. Zhao et al. [51] consider hybrid networks composed of both standard transceivers and TO nodes, and they propose a two-phase constrained-scheduling based MAC protocol, using the “Automatic Resource Estimation (ARE)” method to avoid the collision with the high priority nodes with standard transceivers. We propose a hybrid network of TO radios and “transmit mostly” (TM) transceivers.

III. Network Model

In this section, we specify our assumptions for the MAC and Physical Layers.

A. MAC Layer Model

The sensors will be either transmit only (TO) or “transmit mostly” (TM). TO sensors may or may not have receivers, but if they have them, they never turn them on. Therefore, TO sensors are oblivious to the activities of the GWs and the other nodes. They transmit according to their own clocks, which exhibit drift and random offsets [55]. TM sensors will periodically turn on their receivers and accept feedback or commands from the GWs, but it is our intent that this happens rarely, to save energy. Thus, the TM sensor’s clock will also become unsynchronized with the GWs over time. The negative consequences of asynchronization will be compensated by the Network MIMO feature.

In this paper, we assume the GWs are software defined radios (SDRs), to support the varied processing demands at the physical layer, and that they are all synchronized by GPS and have access to the mains power. GPS synchronization provides timing errors less than 0.5 µs [56], which is 1/32nd of our chip period. We note that GWs synchronization is not a necessary assumption; offsets between GWs can be learned over time and compensated, based on packets commonly received. We assume each GW is somehow connected to the internet; our target scenario is that each GW includes a 4G modem supported by a typical multi-phone cellular service contract.

Each sensor selects at random or is assigned a transmission schedule from a known set of schedules, and starts its selected schedule at a random time. We assume that the GWs and/or the server learn the schedule for each sensor through an initialization protocol, can track each sensor’s packet arrival times, and can predict when a certain sensor’s packet should be received. Thus, the server can know when a certain sensor’s packet has been missed, and can request selected GWs to forward physical layer samples corresponding to a missed packet for combining and decoding at the server; this is the “On Demand” feature.

Each schedule is composed of consecutive back-to-back frames. We assume each sensor transmits one new packet per frame. At the beginning of each frame is a “copies window” (CW), when the sensor will send one or more copies of the packet. The first copy is sent at the beginning of the frame, while the other copies are sent at pseudo-random times within the CW. We assume that the random time can be generated by a deterministic pseudo-random generation-algorithm and hence can be a known part of a sensor’s schedule. For example, they could be created by a random number generator, using the sensor ID as the random seed.

When a GW first successfully decodes a packet, based on passing a CRC check, it forwards that packet to the server and the other GWs through the internet. No following copies of the packet are forwarded. Each GW stores a certain number of its latest physical layer samples. When a packet has been decoded, its corresponding physical layer samples are synthesized or regenerated and subtracted from the stored samples; this is interference cancellation (IC). In other words, if IC is perfect, after subtraction, the stored samples appear as though the decoded packet had never been transmitted. The
benefit of cancellation is that weaker packets may be revealed and subsequently decoded and forwarded to the server and the other GWs; example experimental results of this will be shown in Section V. Successive application of Capture and IC is called successive interference cancellation (SIC). “Local SIC” happens when a GW cancels a packet that it decoded. “Global SIC” happens when a GW cancels a packet that another GW decoded and forwarded. Global SIC is a form of GW cooperation [45].

We define a time interval, the “SIC space” (SICS), after the last packet copy should have been received, to allow time for local and global SIC to take place and any subsequently decoded packets to be forwarded. If the server is tracking the packet arrival times, or determines that a packet has been missed, then it waits for a SICS before requesting samples of missed packets. If each GW is tracking packet arrival times of sensors from which it often receives packets, or if the GW detects a packet but cannot decode it, then the GW can wait a SICS before proactively sending the samples to the server. Alternatively, the GW can notify the server of a packet detection, but failure to decode. The SICS also defines the minimum samples storage requirement on the GW as SICS sample times the rate.

B. Physical Layer Model

1) Packet Construction: We consider two simplified packet constructions in this paper. In the first construction, we assume the packet has a known preamble followed by an unknown payload. We use the preamble for packet detection, synchronization and channel estimation (DS&CE). For the purposes of this paper, we assume header and control information is part of the payload. We use the first construction in our experimental evaluations of capture and SIC (C&S) at the GWs and maximum ratio combining (MRC) at the server in Section V. In the second construction, we add a post-amble to the end of the first construction, such that the post-amble is the same as the preamble. The post-amble is useful for DS&CE for trailing packets in an offset overlapping packet scenario, when the preamble of the trailing packet is interfered by the leading packet (“offset” means that the interfering packets are not aligned in time, which is the usual case in an asynchronous network). In particular, we use the post-amble for channel estimation for MIMO processing of the overlapped parts of the interfering packets.

In this paper, we introduce the idea of performing DS&CE only at the GWs, even when the payload must be decoded at the server, to support efficient On Demand Network MIMO. The disadvantage of this is that the preamble must be long enough to provide adequate energy for good DS&CE even when the SINR of the payload is insufficient for payload decoding at the GW; this amounts to an increased energy cost for the sensor. There are several advantages, however, of this approach for On Demand Network MIMO. The first advantage is that after the time and frequency offsets of a payload are compensated at the GW, the part of the preamble (and the post-amble if used) that is not interfered by an uncanceled payload can be removed before the physical layer samples are sent to the server for decoding, thereby reducing the fronthaul load.

In other words, the preamble does not need to be digitized and sent (i.e., compressed and forwarded) to the server to enable the server to do DS&CE. It may be desirable to signal the estimated DS&CE parameters to the server, particularly if the server is doing the prediction of packet arrival times. Another advantage is that the quality of the DS&CE is better at the GW than at the server, even under high SINR conditions, because of the quantization error and sample rate reduction inherent in compression. A third advantage is that the packet arrival time prediction algorithm, which enables the server or GW to know when a packet has been missed and which is the basis of the On Demand feature, does not need to be so precise. More specifically, when the server requests samples, the endpoints of the time interval of the samples must be specified; there will be error in the estimated endpoints of the interval because of imperfect prediction. However, a long preamble will provide a high peak in the packet detection metric, enabling the GW to make a correct correspondence between the starting endpoint of the samples request interval and the exact location of the start of packet (SOP).

We note that when several SOPs are so close that there could be a correspondence error, then the best policy may be for the sensor to still perform S&C for each peak of the packet detection metric, and signal those estimates to the server (because they will be better estimates than the server can make for that GW), along with the compressed samples of the interval that contains the union of the entire packets (preamble and payload) of all interfering packets. This condition can be anticipated based on SOP prediction.

2) Modulation, Spreading, and Coding: We consider a transmitter system that combines turbo code forward error correction (FEC) [57], Gold code spreading [58], and minimum shift keying (MSK) modulation [59]. We adopt turbo codes because they are asymmetric, meaning that their simple encoding can be done at sensor nodes with its limited energy whereas the gateway, which is not power limited, can do the complex decoding [60]; the asymmetric approach is a good match to our TO and TM sensors. We adopt the phase spreading sequence (PSS) approach to spread spectrum continuous phase modulation (CPM) [61], [62], [63], in which non-spread bits are mapped to spreading sequences, prior to the CPM modulator, thereby maintaining the bandwidth efficiency of CPM. We selected Gold codes because they have good properties for both autocorrelation and cross-correlation [64]. In this paper, we assume all users employ the same spreading sequence. The payload information bits are Turbo encoded and then spread. The resulting chips are modulated using an MSK modulator. MSK is a constant envelope modulation that enables energy efficient nonlinear power amplifiers [59].

3) Synchronization: Reliable synchronization and channel estimation are very crucial to leverage the benefits from the techniques of SIC, MRC and MIMO under random packet overlapping scenario with unexpected interference. A Data-aided (DA) synchronization algorithm proposed for transmit-only Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [65] is adopted to guarantee the accurate phase and frequency offsets estimation as well as effective interference boundary detection. In [65],
we present an interference-insensitive synchronization scheme based on a pseudo noise (PN) preamble, specifically an M-sequence, of arbitrary length. A normalized metric based on double correlation [66] is used to achieve both packet detection and start of packet (SOP) estimation at the same time. A constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection scheme [67] is adopted to compute the threshold dynamically based on the level of the interference plus noise. The carrier frequency offset (CFO) is estimated based on a received preamble after matched filtering so that it is insensitive to interference as well. After the timing recovering and CFO compensation, the preamble is used as the training sequence for carrier phase offset estimation based on a least-square (LS) estimator with low complexity.

4) Demodulation: Because of the memory in the MSK signal, the optimum detector decides based on the observation of a sequence of received signals. The Viterbi algorithm (VA) is a well known way to implement the maximum-likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) [68]. Rather than the conventional approach which demodulates the chips with the VA prior to despreading, we reduce complexity by combining despreading and demodulation inside the VA. When the spreading is embedded in the demodulation, the branch metric calculation in the VA becomes a many-chips-long correlation of the received signal with the reference modulated spreading sequence, i.e., instead of doing the correlation at the chip level, we can ‘zoom out’ and perform the correlation at the coded bit level. By choosing only Gold codes with the special property that the number of +1s is always one more than the number of -1s, the structure of the coded bit-rate trellis is the same as the structure of the chip-rate trellis.

C. Network MIMO Modeling

When one considers two packets overlapping at GW as illustrated in Fig.3, the received signal can be divided into three parts. For the best performance, it is optimal to do MRC on Part 1 and Part 3, and MMSE combining on the overlapping part in the middle. The practical challenges are identifying the overlapping part precisely, estimating the channel gains and compensating the CFOs for the two packets correctly. To deal with the practical issues, we design the packet with both preamble and postamble in the same length as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), so that one or the other will be interference-free and can provide optimal synchronization and channel estimation for MIMO processing.

For the 2 × 2 MIMO case, define the channel matrix \( H = \begin{bmatrix} h_{11} & h_{12} \\ h_{21} & h_{22} \end{bmatrix} \), for 2 transmitters and 2 GWs. On GW 1, preamble \( P11 \) will be used to locate the start of packet (SOP) of the front packet and estimate the channel \( h_{11} \), while the postamble \( P22 \) will be used to locate SOP of the early packet and the corresponding channel \( h_{12} \). Similarly, we will get the channel gain estimates \( h_{21} \) and \( h_{22} \) at the GW2.

After synchronization and channel estimation, the MRC scheme to decode the early and late parts of the two streams of data are computed based on the received signal of Part 1 and Part 3 at GW1 and GW2. \( y_{1,1}, y_{1,3}, y_{2,1}, y_{2,3} \) are:

\[
\hat{x}_1 = h_{11}^* y_{1,1} + h_{21}^* y_{2,1} \\
\hat{x}_2 = h_{12}^* y_{1,3} + h_{22}^* y_{2,3}.
\]

Using the estimated channel estimation matrix \( \hat{H} = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{h}_{11} & \hat{h}_{12} \\ \hat{h}_{21} & \hat{h}_{22} \end{bmatrix} \), we apply MMSE weights [69] to decode the overlapping part in the middle for the two streams, \( \hat{X}^O = [\hat{x}_1^O, \hat{x}_2^O] \), based on the received signal of Part 2 at GWs, \( Y^O = [y_{1,2}, y_{2,2}] \) as:

\[
\hat{X}^O = (\hat{H}^H \hat{H} + N I)^{-1} \hat{H}^H Y^O,
\]

where \( N = [n_1, n_2] \) are the average noise powers at GW1 and GW2, estimated based on the noise only samples.

Then the two streams of source data are composed as:

\[
\hat{x}_1 = [\hat{x}_1^O, \hat{x}_1^B] \\
\hat{x}_2 = [\hat{x}_2^O, \hat{x}_2^B].
\]

IV. Simulation Results

In this section, we present simulated packet delivery ratios (PDRs) and frotchals for an On Demand NMIMO network. In each deployment trial, we randomly distribute the sensor nodes in a deployment area with a parallelogram shape; an example is shown in Fig.4. The four GW nodes are indicated by the larger red dots. The circles indicate the SISO coverage areas of each GW, if the channels had only path loss. The boundary of the sensor deployment area is tangent to the union of the four GW SISO coverage areas; the tangent aspect ensures that each GW has the same average number of sensors in its coverage area. We define the variable “range ratio” (RR) to be the distance between adjacent GW nodes divided by twice the GW SISO decoding radius. We keep the sensor density constant at about 118 per GW SISO range, but we vary RR in our simulations; smaller RR means more sensors in the deployment area. In Fig.4, RR=0.9.

Each sensor node transmits two copies of a unique packet in each copies window (CW) and the CW is 1/5th of a frame period. The start time of the first frame for each sensor is chosen at random, but thereafter the frames are consecutive. One packet duration is 1/1250th of a frame duration. Each sensor transmits 100 unique packets in the simulation of one deployment trial, and 10 independent deployment trials are simulated. We simulate path loss with exponent 3.2 and independent Rayleigh fading for each sensor-GW channel and

(a) Packet design for the network MIMO with MMSE weights

(b) Overlapping scenario at GW

Figure 3. Illustration of MIMO(2×2) signal
A packet is declared decoded by NMIMO if the post-MMSE (assuming all packets decoded by GWs have been cancelled). Slot independently, assuming MMSE processing at the server is the result of On Demand NMIMO performed in each $z = 0$. Have called local SIC. “SIC” has C&S at the GW only, for “MIMO,” we consider three cases: two, three, or four GWs forwarding samples for packets not decoded by any GW. For “global SIC,” any unique packet decoded by a GW is considered delivered if at least one GW node is able to decode it. For “local SIC,” each GW attempts to decode every unique packet. If it decodes one of the copies, it will cancel both copies and then try to decode more packets. It continues to do SIC until no more packets can be decoded. A packet is considered delivered if at least one GW node is able to decode it. For “global SIC,” any unique packet decoded by a GW is shared with the other GWs and they cancel all of its copies. For “MIMO,” we consider three cases: two, three, or four GWs forwarding samples for packets not decoded by any GW. For the $n$-GW NMIMO case, only the $n$ GWs that have the strongest received power for a given packet are commanded to forward the physical layer samples. As we will see, as $n$ increases, the PDR improves but the fronthaul increases by approximately a factor of $n/2$ over the 2-GW NMIMO case.

Even though all sensors’ packets and their associated GW and server processing is simulated, we evaluate PDR and fronthaul only for the sensors in the area enclosed by the dashed parallelogram (with a corner at each GW node), in an effort to reduce “edge effects.” We define this evaluation area with a parallelogram shape because it can be considered as one tile in a larger network that has a hexagonal pattern of GWs. The surfaces in Fig.5 indicate the average PDR for each sensor, averaged over the decoding outcomes of 100 unique packet trials for the particular deployment shown in Fig.4, and assuming all four GWs forward samples for any packet destined for NMIMO processing. The colors indicate ranges of PDR, with red indicating PDR $> 0.9$. “SIC” is what we have called local SIC. “SIC” has C&S at the GW only, $z = 0.1$. “Global SIC,” adds GW cooperation. “MIMO” is the result of On Demand NMIMO performed in each slot independently, assuming MMSE processing at the server (assuming all packets decoded by GWs have been cancelled). A packet is declared decoded by NMIMO if the post-MMSE combined SINR of either of its copies is greater than the threshold.

We observe Global SIC is an improvement over SIC, but still leaves a large fraction of sensors with PDR < 90%; we observe the sensors with lower PDR are clustered in the center or “trough” between GWs. In contrast, NMIMO delivers reliability by bringing nearly all PDRs above 90%. This is because NMIMO coherently combines the signals from the different GWs, providing both array and diversity gains.

Figs.6 and 7 give PDR and average fronthaul requirement per unique packet, both as functions of range ratio (RR) and number of GWs selected to forward samples for each packet destined for NMIMO. The PDR is averaged over all the sensors and deployment trials. We observe that increasing the RR causes the PDR to decrease and the fronthaul to increase. We observe in Fig. 6 that there is little improvement offered by 4-GW NMIMO over 3-GW NMIMO.

V. EXPERIMENTS ON SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIOS (SDRs)

To demonstrate On Demand Network MIMO, we tested SIC on GWs, and both MRC and MIMO at the server on USRP SDRs platforms over the air in an indoor environment. For the experiments, we kept the sampling rate constant and let the packet duration vary with respect to the spreading length and coding rate. The system parameters are quantified in Table I.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payload length, information bit</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreading length, L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code rate, R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample per chip, S</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamble length, information bit</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate, $F_s$</td>
<td>200 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency, $F_c$</td>
<td>430 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>MSK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) SIC: Two SDRs transmit different source signals with different repetition rates, and one SDR serves as the GW. Fig.8(a) shows the received over-air signals with spreading length $L = 15$, code rate $R = 1$, and the TX power for two GWs are 0dBm and −5dBm respectively. As we can see, there are two types of overlapping cases. For Case 1, the back of the strong packet is overlapping with the front of the weak packet; while for Case 2 the front of the strong packet is overlapping with the back of the weak packet. The corresponding packet detection result is shown in Fig.8(b) with the peaks indicating the starts of packets (SOPs). The peaks corresponding to strong packets are very sharp and clear, while the peaks corresponding weak packets are relatively lower and are not as distinct as they are when there is no interference. According to the measurements after SIC processing in Figs.8(c) and 8(d), we found the practical residual error is not constant over the packet but tends to initially worsen over time in Fig.8(c). We attribute this phenomenon to phase error that is accumulated in the time domain, as a result of the CFO estimation error. The error is small at the beginning because the channel estimate based on the preamble compensates for...
Figure 5. Example of packet delivery ratios (PDRs) for a given deployment of sensors between four gateway nodes, for (a) capture only, (b) C&S at gateways, (c) all of (b) plus decoded packets shared among gateways for further SIC, and (d) all of (c) plus physical layer samples, after all decoded packets cancelled, forwarded to server for MMSE MIMO processing.

Figure 6. Average PDR.

Figure 7. Average fronthaul per unique packet.

Figure 8. The received signal at GW for SIC processing.

(a) Amplitude of received signal before SIC
(b) Amplitude of SOP metric before SIC
(c) Amplitude of received signal after SIC
(d) Amplitude of SOP metric after SIC

only initial phase offset. As we can see in Fig.8(d), we only see clear peaks indicating the SOPs of weak packets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the cancellation and ability of the preamble correlation inherent in SOP estimation to suppress the interference from the residual error. Meanwhile, the weak packets are decoded without error after SIC.

According to Fig.9, the shape of the amplitude of realistic
residual SIC error looks like a cosine signal in reality, and when we manually enlarge the CFO error, the phase error grows faster, and the corresponding residual error is larger.

2) Maximum ratio combining (MRC): To improve the performance for the single input and multiple output (SIMO) case, we implement MRC to achieve diversity gain at the server. The experiments are conducted with two SDRs working as GWs, and one SDR working as transmitter.

The received over-air signals at GWs are shown in Fig. 12 with spreading length \( L = 31 \) dBm. The packet detection still works fine under this low SNR as shown in Fig. 10(b), and the two streams of weak data are combined at the server to achieve diversity gain based on MRC as shown in Fig. 11. The corresponding decoding performance is shown in Table II with transmitted payload of 48 information bits.

As we can see from Table II, compared to what is achieved at the GWs, MRC improves the decoding performance at the server.

3) Network MIMO Implementation: The MIMO processing includes MRC for non-overlapping parts, and MMSE weights for the overlapping interval to make the most of the MIMO benefits as described in Section III-C. Two gateways are synchronized using reference clock distributor (RCD) board with 1ppm and 10MHz timing and frequency reference, respectively.

For the distributed MIMO demonstrations, the over-air signals at GWs are shown in Fig. 12 with spreading length \( L = 31 \) dBm. The packet detection still works fine under this low SNR as shown in Fig. 10(b), and the two streams of weak data are combined at the server to achieve diversity gain based on MRC as shown in Fig. 11. The corresponding SOPs estimation results in Figs. 12(b) and 12(d), the peaks with relatively larger height, indicating the start of Parts 1 and 3, are clear and reliable for synchronization and channel estimation, as we designed. Therefore, the two streams of source signal \( \hat{x}_1, \hat{x}_2 \) in Eq. (4) are retrieved and decoded successfully at the server based on the decoding rules in Eq.(4).
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an uplink network MIMO solution to increase the range and reliability of the wireless network composed of low power transmitters, including transmit-only devices, while maintaining moderate fronthaul requirements. Employing local and global successive interference cancellation, the gateways decode and forward most of the packets to the server. Through protocol design, the server makes a timely request for stored physical layer samples from selected gateways that were missed by the gateways. Both simulation and experimental results show a significant improvement in packet delivery ratio when the samples are combined using MIMO techniques at the server. Fronthaul requirements are shown to be reduced through closer spacing of the gateways. According to the experimental results, we found spectrum spreading is still helpful in suppressing the practical residual error from SIC.
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